Dear Asser I have obtained the story below and I need obtain your ‘side of the story’ in connection therewith. On 26 June 2010, at approximately 18100 Swapo Party Journalist Asser Ntinda was allegedly asked by eyewitnesses whether or not ‘his friend’ is OK. Ntinda asked the eyewitness ‘who’s my friend’. After he was told it is Mr. Phil ya Nangoloh, Ntinda allegedly responded something to the effect: “Oshipolotho shona? Moshilongo muka ituma kala omibligi mangu ali na omunyondo kaya. Kuwete kunya meendeledelo mwAngola omwe ya omibligi diku shona a ‘diphagwa’. Ise oshiwambo vernacular for: “That troublemaker?”

There will be no peace in this country as long as he is alive. Peace immediately came to Angola after Savimbi’s death. This is because edly by Ntinda were underdressed to mean that NSHR Executive Director Phil ya Nangoloh is regarded at least by Ntinda as a threat to the peace and security of the country. Hence, according to Ntinda, peace will only come to Namibia after ya Nangoloh’s death. Ntinda allegedly made those murderous remarks at his Bar and Food business at or near Stall no.17 adjacent to Sheya Café within Uitala wall.berine at the Single Quarters in Katutura.

Regards
P. ya Nangoloh

---

**What people say**

From SWAPO website: www.swapoparty.org

- Posted by Abdul Malik (Windhoek)

I missed the Lecture by the Founding Father. I hope someone recorded it audio-visually, where would that be available - youtube? I, however, managed to visit the Exhibition at the National Art Gallery. Super stuff! That made me more and truly proud of SWAPO and its powerful legacy and patriotic history! Viva Swapo Viva! 

- Posted by Cde.Katshusa laNamibia

Dear Comrades,a crocodile tears are available - on youtube? I, however, managed to visit the Exhibition at the National Art Gallery. Super stuff! That made me more and truly proud of SWAPO and its powerful legacy and patriotic history! Viva Swapo Viva!

---

**Zoom In**

By Asser Ntinda

The disgraced Executive Director of the National Society for Human Rights, NSHR, Phil Ya Nangoloh, is at it again, claiming that he is a “threat to peace and security” in this country and that he is about to be “assassinated.” It is all his old arguments which he has never been able to prove. But it is good that he will soon be in court to answer those claims. And the nation will be happy to see him being named and shamed for all to see. For, we know that there is no “hit list.”

The latest twist to his so-called “threat to peace and security in Namibia” came through his cousin. It has now obviously emerged that Ya Nangoloh has sent his cousin to solicit “some comments” from me to validate his long-held claim that he is a “threat to peace and security” in Namibia and that he should be “assassinated.” We have published his letter verbatim for all to see. What is more interesting is this time that Ya Nangoloh has the audacity to send his cousin to me last week to solicit some comments from me about his fate and his so-called “threat to peace and security” in this country and that he should be “assassinated” so that “peace could prevail” in Namibia. Interesting still, he calls his cousin an “eye witness,” where as the man is his biological cousin. As I have said, do not call your cousin an “eyewitness,” call him your informer. Simeon Andreas Joseph Nuumbembe, is your direct biological cousin. He is a serving soldier in the Namibian Defence Force, NDF. You have now confirmed that he is one of your sources in the NDF who has helped you compile some of the notorious statements you have issued regarding your fate as a so called “human rights activist.”

Simeon conspicuously and very surprisingly approached me on Saturday last week, claiming that he was “disgusted by and ashamed of” Ya Nangoloh’s activities. He told me that the whole family (ezimole alhie) was ashamed of Ya Nangoloh’s unbecoming behavior and notorious activities. He said that everywhere he and every relative went, they were “shamed and shunned like dogs with rabies” because of Ya Nangoloh’s “unacceptable behavior.”

I told Simeon that he should not worry as Ya Nangoloh’s behavior and activities were not going to be linked to the whole family. I also told him that he should be his own man, and his deeds would clear his name. True, he asked me how my “friend” was. I asked him which friend he was talking about. He said Phil Ya Nangoloh. I told him that Ya Nangoloh was not my friend. Ya Nangoloh knows that he is not my friend. Our paths have never crossed and will never cross.

At no point did we talk about Ya Nangoloh being a “threat to peace and security” in this country. For, you know you are not and you will never be a threat to peace and security in this country. You are just a public nuisance who causes no harm at all. In fact, people look at you more as a cartoon that makes people laugh than a serious entity.

Who really cares about what you say? What you say has no impact whatsoever in the greater scheme of events in this country. After all, you have been making those claims for the past 20 years and nothing has happened to you. You are a failed and disgusting “human rights activist,” at all if you were in the first place.

The good thing about your recent email to me is that you have successfully exposed one of your informers in the NDF. That is great. At least now we know who we are dealing with. Any NDF member pandering to your nonsense and supplying you with false information purported to mean that you would be “assassinated” is dangerous. Your cousin has put the NDF’s reputation at stake. For, the NDF does not and will never draw up a “hit list.”

We are in a democracy where everybody’s life is guaranteed and protected by the Constitution and state institutions. Simeon, your cousin, has simply exhibited himself as a pathological liar. The fact that he is an NDF soldier makes it even worse. Your remark that “peace will only come to Namibia after Ya Nangoloh’s death” is even despicable. Namibia is peaceful and stable. It has been so since independence. You have now confirmed that he is one of your sources in the NDF who has helped you compile some of the notorious statements you have issued regarding your fate as a so called “human rights activist.”

---

**Cont on page 6**

---

**Tijumga Elijah Nugure**

I was in Namibia for 4 weeks but I sensed tribalism. I was annoyed by it. The above remarks are alleg-

digous language. I suggested that Omakue should be the official language but told me that my swapo is led by people who speak omakue clap! Ego is dominating... I see Morenhick is there.

---

**Tshang Nobelshonma**

I was in Namibia for 1 week but I sensed tribalism. I was annoyed by it. The above remarks are alleg-
digous language. I suggested that Omakue should be the official language but told me that my swapo is led by people who speak omakue clap! Ego is dominating... I see Morenhick is there.